Kai Vida
Food and Nutrition
Services Program

Try before you buy! ➡
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e’re on the front lines of
combatting food insecurity.

After being on the front lines of food insecurity for more than 40 years,
the founders of Kai Vida Superfoods established the Kai Vida Food and
Nutrition Services Program (KVFNS) to more quickly and efficiently combat
food insecurity among our nation’s most vulnerable people. For example,
23 out of the nearly 34 million Americans who go hungry everyday live in
food deserts, with supermarkets more than a mile away and no access to
transportation. We’re bringing food to every front door of America.
The mission of Kai Vida’s Food and Nutrition Services program is to
compliment and augment the US Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)
initiatives to combat hunger and food insecurity through its Children and
Adult Care Feeding Programs. We provide individually packaged, fully
cooked, shelf-stable, complete meals that are Federally compliant and
meet all USDA meal pattern requirements. Our snacks include sugar-free
and gluten-free options.
Kai Vida established this unique and delicious line of diverse and all
natural meal bowls and snacks to make it easier for food programs
(sponsored or seeking sponsorship by the USDA) to provide meals,
including summer food programs. The meals are fully compliant with
Federal nutritional guidelines and eligible for financial reimbursement by
the USDA. Meals are ready to eat in as little as 10 minutes—right in the
cup—with the addition of water and heat.
We also provide access to knowledgeable consultants ready to help
your organization set up and operate reimbursable feeding programs.
We’ve done all the work for you. Our single serve meal bowls are
crafted from premium, responsibly sourced, farm fresh ingredients,
cooked and dried to perfection for natural preservation; no antibiotics,
no hormones; and non-GMO ingredients. We also offer a variety of
gluten- and sugar-free snack options. Best of all, you can take them and
make them just about anywhere.

The Story of Kai Vida

When I was in college I quickly tired of the obligatory “Cup of Noodles.”
I craved the aromatic and delicious meals being offered in the restaurants
that dotted the streets off campus. I dreamed of replacing those bland
cup of noodles with those exciting restaurant flavors. So much so that I
promised myself that one day I’d create a shelf-stable food line that would
allow everyone to indulge in delicious flavors in under 15 minutes by just
adding water and heat. Fast forward twenty years and Kai Vida Superfoods
was born. It truly is Good Food for a Good Life!

So... just add water, heat, & serve!
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Kai Vida

Complete Meal Bowls
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Chicken Burrito Bowl
This meal is a quick and delicious replication from
America’s best Text-Mex grills. The burrito bowl
includes a hearty serving of farm-fresh Tex-Mex
seasoned ground chicken, savory black beans, sweet
corn, and sun dried tomatoes complimented by a
generous serving of seasoned rice (brown rice used
for CACFP meals).
Ready in under 10 minutes!
SKU: KVS-FNS-703B-BB

Additions (not included):
SKU: 1004-A-NC: spicy nacho cheese sauce
SKU: 1003-A-CP: nacho chips

Recommended: A sidebar of fresh tomato salsa, sour
cream and lettuce.
Each 8.5 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. meat equivalent,
2 oz. grain equivalent, 1/2 cup other vegetable equivalent,
1/4 cup red/orange vegetable equivalent for the Child Nutrition
Meal Pattern Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Beef & Bean Burrito
Bowl
This popular meal is a quick and delicious
replication from America’s best Text-Mex grills. The
burrito bowl includes a hearty serving of farm-fresh
Tex-Mex seasoned ground beef, savory pinto beans,
sweet corn, and sun dried tomatoes complimented
by a generous serving of seasoned rice (brown rice
used for CACFP meals).
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-802B-BUR
Additions (not included):

SKU: 1004-A-NC: spicy nacho cheese sauce
SKU: 1003-A-CP: nacho chips

Recommended: A sidebar of fresh tomato salsa,
sour cream and lettuce.
Each 8 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. meat equivalent, 2 oz.
grain equivalent, 1/2 cup other vegetable equivalent, 1/4 cup
red/orange vegetable equivalent for the Child Nutrition Meal
Pattern Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Cheddar Burger Macaroni &
Cheese with Broccoli Bowl
This quick and delicious complete meal includes
a hardy portion of all-natural, creamy macaroni
and cheese complimented by a generous helping
of seasoned ground beef, finely chopped broccoli
florets, and tender bites of soy vegetable protein.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-804B-CBM

Each 7 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. grain equivalent,
1 oz. meat equivalent, 1 oz. meat alternative equivalent,
1/4 cup dark green vegetable equivalent, 1/4 cup red/
orange vegetable equivalent, 1/4 cup other vegetable
equivalent for the Child Nutrition Meal Pattern Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Zesty Ziti with Turkey Burger,
Kale & Parmesan
A quintessential American comfort food, this
favored pasta dish features enriched and/or whole
grain ziti pasta complimented by farm fresh ground
turkey seasoned with Italian spices, and sweet kale
greens bathed in a light and delicious tomato broth
topped, and accompanied with grated Parmesan
cheese packs.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-602B-Z

Each 7 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. meat equivalent,
2 oz. grain equivalent, 1/2 cup red/orange vegetable
equivalent, 1/4 cup dark green vegetable equivalent for the
Child Nutrition Meal Pattern Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Three Bean Chili Bowl
This quick and delicious complete meal includes a
savory collection of black, cannellini, and pinto beans,
and our well-balanced signature spices blended with a
tomato-based chili broth to create smooth veggie chili
perfection. Meal includes your choice of 2 oz. jasmine
rice (brown rice used for CACFP meals) or 1 serving
of corn bread mini muffins. Serving suggestion (not
included) fresh or dried fruit.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-403B-B - rice (vegan / vegetarian)
SKU: KVS-FNS-403C-B - cornbread (vegetarian)
Each 8.8 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. grain equivalent,
2 oz. meat equivalent, 1/2 cup red/orange vegetable equivalent,
1/4 cup other vegetable equivalent for the Child Nutrition Meal
Pattern Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Beef & Bean Chili Bowl
This quick and delicious complete meal includes
a hardy portion of all-natural savory ground beef
seasoned with our signature spice blend, tender
pinto beans, and a flavorful chili-tomato sauce to
create chili perfection. Meal includes a choice of
2 oz. fragrant jasmine rice (brown rice used for
CACFP meals) or 1 serving of corn bread mini
muffins.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-803C-CHI - rice

SKU: KVS-FNS-803B-CHI - cornbread

Each 6.6 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. meat equivalent,
2 oz. grain equivalent, 1/2 cup red/orange vegetable
equivalent, and 1/4 cup other vegetable equivalent for the
Child Nutrition Meal Pattern Requirements.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Moroccan Couscous with
Chicken & Vegetables Bowl
This light, quick, and aromatic bowl is inspired by
the culinary genius of North Africa’s finest chefs
using rolled durum wheat semolina and vegetables
along with tender chicken and sweet currants for
balance.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-704B-CC

Each 9 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. meat equivalent, 2 oz.
grain equivalent, 1/2 cup dark green vegetable equivalent,
1/8 cup red/orange vegetable equivalent, 1/8 cup fruit
equivalent for the Child Nutrition Meal Pattern Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Curried Lentils with Chicken
and Wild Rice Bowl
This quick, aromatic, East Indian inspired delicious
meal is a tasty farm-to-table feast in a bowl. An
assorted mixture of hearty lentils are sautéed with
ground chicken, vegetables, and our signature light
curry spice mix, and complimented with a generous
serving of a brown and wild rice blend accented
with carrots and sweet currants for balance.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-705B-L

Each 7.5 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. meat equivalent,
2 oz. grain equivalent, 5/8 cup vegetable equivalent, 1/8 cup
fruit equivalent for the Child Nutrition Program Meal Pattern
Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Savory Collard Greens
& Wild Rice
Inspired by America’s best Soul-food cooks, this dish
features premium collard greens with a generous
portion of soy vegetable protein steeped in a savory
vegetable broth and our signature spice blend with a
generous serving of a brown and wild rice blend.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS 401B-G - rice (vegan / vegetarian)
SKU: KVS-FNS 401C-G - cornbread (vegetarian)

Each 10.5 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. grain equivalent,
1/2 cup dark green vegetable equivalent, 2 oz. meat alternative
equivalent, 1/4 cup red/orange vegetable equivalent for the Child
Nutrition Meal Pattern Requirement.

SKU: 501A-G - Smoked Pork flavor / cornbread
SKU: 501B-G - Smoked Pork flavor / rice
SKU: 601A-G - Smoked Turkey flavor / cornbread
SKU: 601B-G - Smoked Turkey flavor / rice

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Savory Beef & Barley with
Vegetable Medley Bowl
A quintessential American comfort food, this
delicate and hearty feast boasts a generous serving
of tender sliced beef steak seasoned to perfection
and paired with fluffy barley pearls, carrots, corn,
and kale greens steeped in a savory beef broth.
Ready in under 10 minutes!

SKU: KVS-FNS-801B-BAR

Each 8 oz. prepared bowl provides 2 oz. grain equivalent,
2 oz. meat equivalent, 1/4 cup other vegetable equivalent,
1/4 cup red/orange vegetable equivalent, 1/4 cup dark green
vegetable equivalent for the Child Nutrition Meal Pattern
Requirement.

— SEE PAGE 23 FOR SIDES —
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Try before you Buy!

Get free sample size portions of your choice from
our vegetarian, poultry, and meat selections, plus
a “Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cake™️ just pay
shipping and handling.
First: Select the meals and snacks you’d like to order and indicate the
number of cases and delivery frequency. At checkout and we begin processing
your orders and send the samples you have selected, you pay the shipping
and handling for the sample pack only.
Next: We will contact you by email and/or phone to confirm, change, or
cancel your order within 14 days after samples are shipped. Upon confirming
your order we process the first shipment and begin preparing shipments
every 15, 30 or 60 days unless you chose to change items or cancel the
recurring orders.
You can stay on the program as long as you want and cancel at any time
by emailing our customer service at orders@kaividasuperfoods.com or
calling 1-877-314-2550. And remember, all you pay now is the shipping and
handling for your free sample meals, snacks, and delicious D’Happy Cake™!
Things to note:
•

Be sure to use order code KVSFNS to take advantage of this offer.

•

We will contact you via email or call after 14 and 29 days to remind you
to either cancel or proceed with your order.

•

All you are paying now is shipping & processing for your free samples.

•

Sign up for our newsletter and receive a 5% discount on your first order!

— ALL PRODUCTS MADE TO ORDER —
To order any of our meals, desserts or snacks, visit
KaiVidaFNS.com. To speak to one of our staff call:
412-587-5850 • Fax: 877-284-0544
Toll Free: 877-314-2550 or email us at:
info@kaividasuperfoods.com
full case orders only.
check our website for current pricing and availability.
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Kai Vida Superfoods
D’Happy Cakestm
(Deliciously Happy!)

kaividafns.com
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“Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cakestm
Just add water & bake. Muffin tins & toppings included.

Beatnik Banana Nut

with dark chocolate glaze and banana walnut granola crunch topping

SKU: 101A-B - Regular

SKU: 101B-BSF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 101C-BGF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

This soft and moist treat is made with ripe and flavorful bananas
combined with our signature extracts and finished with a delicate dark
chocolate glaze and optional walnut toffee crunch topping to create
beautifully balanced, delicious, and nutrient-packed treats.

Chocolate Mandarin

with chocolate glaze, almond slivers and candied orange topping

SKU: 102A-CM - Regular

SKU: 102B-CMSF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 102C-CM-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
A sensuous interaction of raw cocoa, real mandarin orange bits, and
the highest quality chocolate liquor complement our signature flavor
extracts, incredible spice combinations, and handmade toppings to
create these moist, tantalizingly delicious and nutritious breakfast or
snack combination.

Chocolate Raspberry

with chocolate glaze, almond slivers and Raspberry fruit dust

SKU: 102D-CR - Regular

SKU: 102E-CR-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 102F-CR-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

A sensuous interaction of raw cocoa, dried raspberries, and the highest
quality chocolate liquor complement our signature flavor extracts,
incredible spice combinations, and handmade toppings to create these
moist, tantalizingly delicious and nutritious breakfast and/or snack
combinations.
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“Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cakestm
Just add water & bake. Muffin tins & toppings included.

Lemon Lush

with lemon glaze, chopped brazil nuts and candied lemon granola topping

SKU: 103A-L - Regular

SKU: 103B-L-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 103C-L-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

The hallmark features of this moist and delicious breakfast or
snack cake include refreshing vitamin-packed lemons and tangy
buttermilk combined with our signature flavor extracts, incredible
spice combinations, handmade lemon glaze, roasted brazil nuts, and
candied lemon granola crunch topping.

Royal Red Velvet

with sweet vanilla cream cheese glaze and crispy pecan topping

SKU: 104A-R - Regular

SKU: 104B-R-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 104C-R-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

These all natural delicious snacks are made with nutritious beets, apples,
bourbon-laced vanilla, and sweet cream cheese combined with our
signature flavor extracts, incredible spice combinations, and handmade
toppings to create moist, delicious, low fat, and nutritious treats.

Vanilla Spice / Vanilla Glaze

with sweet vanilla glaze and toasted walnuts

SKU: 105A-VV - Regular

SKU: 105B-VV-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 105C-VVGF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
Warm vanilla beans combined with our signature flavor extracts
and handmade toppings are the hallmark features of this moist and
delicious low fat mix. It’s topped off with a light vanilla glaze and
roasted walnuts. When paired with optional fresh fruit and whipped
cream or custard, this is a special treat for any occasion.
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“Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cakestm
Just add water & bake. Muffin tins & toppings included.

Vanilla Spice / Chocolate Glaze

with chocolate fudge glaze and toasted walnuts

SKU: 105D-VC - Regular

SKU: 105E-VCSF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 105F-VCGF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

Warm vanilla beans combined with our signature flavor extracts
and handmade toppings are the hallmark features of this moist and
delicious low-fat mix. It’s topped off with a silky chocolate fudge glaze
and roasted walnuts. When paired with optional fresh fruit and whipped
cream or custard, this is a special treat for any occasion.

Supreme Sweet Potato

with maple cream cheese glaze and crispy pecan topping

SKU: 106A-SPC - Regular

SKU: 106B-SPC-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 106C-SPC-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
Oven roasted sweet potatoes complimented by Bourbon-laced vanilla,
farm fresh butter, and brown sugar combined with our signature flavor
extracts, incredible spice combinations, and handmade toppings are
the hallmark features of these highly nutritious, low fat, moist and
delicious breakfast or snack treats.

Zesty Zucchini Bread

with sweet cream cheese glaze and roasted hazelnut topping

SKU: 107A-ZB - Regular

SKU: 107B-ZB-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 107C-ZB-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

Farm-fresh dry zucchini, chopped and dry-roasted, then complimented
by Bourbon-laced vanilla, farm fresh butter, and brown sugar combined
with our signature flavor extracts, incredible spice combinations, and
handmade toppings are the hallmark features of these highly nutritious,
low fat, moist and delicious breakfast and/or snack treats.
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“Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cakestm
Just add water & bake. Muffin tins & toppings included.

Carrot Cake

with sweet cream cheese glaze and toasted walnuts

SKU: 108A-CA - Regular

SKU: 108B-CA-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 108C-CA-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
We make our premium carrot cakes with expressed carrot juice
complimented with a combination of our signature spices and tender
coconut. Then we top it with a generous sweet and tangy cream
cheese glaze accented with a generous side of toasted walnuts.

Gingerbread

with white chocolate glaze and macadamia nut topping

SKU: 109A-GB - Regular

SKU: 109B-GB-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 109C-GB-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
Our tender gingerbread is packed with fresh grated ginger, molasses,
and a signature spice blend. We top it with a smooth white chocolate
glaze accented with roasted macadamia nuts to bring just the right
amount of balance. This hallmark treat is so delicious you’ll crave it
throughout the year.

Oatmeal Raisin Crunch

with a silky maple glaze and toasted walnut crunch topping

SKU: 110A-OR - Regular

SKU: 110B-OR-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 110C-OR-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
One of the most healthy breakfast and snack options, our tender,
moist, and flavor-packed oatmeal raisin crunch kit is packed with
heart healthy nutrients that are known for lowering cholesterol,
stabilizing blood sugar and aiding with weight loss while also being a
flavor-packed treat.
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“Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cakestm
Just add water & bake. Muffin tins & toppings included.

Sweet Potato & Pumpkin Muffins

with maple cream cheese glaze and crispy pecan topping

SKU: 201A-SPP - Regular

SKU: 201B-SPP-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 201C-SPP-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours

Oven roasted sweet potatoes and pumpkin complimented by Bourbonlaced vanilla, farm fresh butter, and brown sugar combined with our
signature flavor extracts, incredible spice combinations, and handmade
toppings are the hallmark features of these highly nutritious, low fat,
moist and delicious breakfast or snack treats.

Peach Cobbler

SKU: 202A-PC - Regular

SKU: 202B-PC-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 202C-PC-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
A generous portion of peaches scented with a cinnamon and vanilla
spice mix, then topped with butter-laced dumpling crumble topping.

Mixed Berry Cobbler
SKU: 202A-BC - Regular

SKU: 202B-BC-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

SKU: 202C-BC-GF - Gluten-Free: fonio, cassava, & cashew flours
A generous portion of mixed berries combined with a hint of lemon
and scented with a vanilla spice flavoring mix, then topped with butterlaced dumpling crumble topping.
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“Deliciously Happy” D’Happy Cakestm
Just add water & bake. Muffin tins & toppings included.

Sweet Potato Casserole

with mini marshmallows, granola and crispy pecan topping

SKU: 301A-SPC - Regular

SKU: 301B-SPC-SF - Sugar-Free: monk fruit sweetener

All natural sweet potatoes laced with warm vanilla bean extract and
sweet cream combined with our signature flavor extracts, incredible
spice combinations, and handmade toppings that are the hallmark
features of these creamy and delicious nutrient-packed treats.

Fonio Hot Cereal

Banana-Berry Fonio Porridge
SKU: 1200C-F-BA

Blueberry Fonio Porridge
SKU: 1200B-F-BL

Ginger Spiced Fonio Porridge
SKU: 1200A-F-SP

Strawberry Fonio Porridge
SKU: 1200D-F-ST

Kai Vida’s newest Superfood is making waves on America’s Breakfast Cereal stage. Traditionally
reserved for village chiefs and royalty, this nutritional powerhouse, also known as the “grain of
life” in West Africa, is a creamy, nutty, heartwarming, and vitamin-packed porridge-like cereal.
It’s gluten-free, iron-rich and particularly noted for its ability to strengthen brain power. To round
off the flavor, we fortify this ancient grain with a generous serving of dried fruits, warming spices
and a bit of vitamin c to provide a fully charged breakfast.
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PRODUCT LISTING

— ALL PRODUCTS MADE TO ORDER —
To speak to one of our staff call: 412-587-5850 • Toll Free: 877-314-2550
Fax: 877-284-0544 • email: info@kaividasuperfoods.com • KaiVidaFNS.com
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE PER CASE OF 100 ONLY UNLESS OTHERWISE LISTED.
We work on a 3 – 4 week lead time, however expedited orders are available.

ENTREES:

D’HAPPY CAKEStm:

Beef & Bean Burrito Bowl

Beatnik Banana Nut Muffins & Breakfast Bars

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-802B-BUR

_____ SKU: 101A-B - Regular

Beef & Bean Chili Bowl

_____ SKU: 101B-B-SF - Sugar-Free

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-803C-CHI - rice

_____ SKU: 101C-B-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-803B-CHI - cornbread

Carrot Cake

Cheddar Burger Macaroni & Cheese with Broccoli Bowl

_____ SKU: 108A-CA - Regular

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-804B-CBM

_____ SKU: 108B-CA-SF - Sugar-Free

$350 PER CASE OF 100 MEALS

REG: $95 / SF: $97 / GF: $99 PER CASE OF 100

_____ SKU: 108C-CA-GF - Gluten-Free

Chicken Burrito Bowl
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-703B-BB
Curried Lentils with Chicken & Wild Rice Bowl
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-705B-L
Moroccan Couscous with Chicken & Vegetables Bowl
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-704B-CC

Chocolate Mandarin Muffins & Breakfast Bars
_____ SKU: 102A-CM - Regular
_____ SKU: 102B-CM-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 102C-CM-GF - Gluten-Free
Chocolate Raspberry Cake
_____ SKU: 102D-CR - Regular

Savory Collard Greens with Vegetable Protein & Wild Rice

_____ SKU: 102E-CR-SF - Sugar-Free

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS 401B-G - rice (vegan / vegetarian)

_____ SKU: 102F-CR-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS 401C-G - cornbread (vegetarian)
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS 501A-G - smoked pork flavor / cornbread
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS 501B-G - smoked pork flavor / rice
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS 601A-G - smoked turkey flavor / cornbread
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS 601B-G - smoked turkey flavor / rice
Savory Beef & Barley with Vegetable Medley Bowl
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-801B-BAR
Three Bean Chili Bowl

Gingerbread
_____ SKU: 109A-GB - Regular
_____ SKU: 109B-GB-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 109C-GB-GF - Gluten-Free
Lemon Lush Muffins
_____ SKU: 103A-L - Regular
_____ SKU: 103B-L-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 103C-L-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-403B-B - rice (vegan / vegetarian)
_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-403C-B - cornbread (vegetarian)

Mixed Berry Cobbler
_____ SKU: 202A-BC - Regular

Zesty Ziti with Turkey Burger, Kale & Parmesan

_____ SKU: 202B-BC-SF - Sugar-Free

_____ SKU: KVS-FNS-602B-Z

_____ SKU: 202C-BC-GF - Gluten-Free
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Oatmeal Raisin Crunch Muffins & Breakfast Bars
_____ SKU: 110A-OR - Regular
_____ SKU: 110B-OR-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 110C-OR-GF - Gluten-Free
Peach Cobbler
_____ SKU: 202A-PC - Regular
_____ SKU: 202B-PC-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 202C-PC-GF - Gluten-Free
Royal Red Velvet Muffins
_____ SKU: 104A-R - Regular
_____ SKU: 104B-R-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 104C-R-GF - Gluten-Free
Supreme Sweet Potato & Pumpkin Muffins
_____ SKU: 106A-SPC - Regular
_____ SKU: 106B-SPC-SF - Sugar-Free
_____ SKU: 106C-SPC-GF - Gluten-Free

CEREAL:

$175 PER CASE OF 100 SERVINGS
Banana-Berry Fonio Porridge
_____ SKU: 1200C-F-BA
Blueberry Fonio Porridge
_____ SKU: 1200B-F-BL
Ginger Spiced Fonio Porridge
_____ SKU: 1200A-F-SP
Strawberry Fonio Porridge
_____ SKU: 1200D-F-ST

SIDES:
Carrot Chips, Ranch Flavor

Cornbread Dippers
_____ SKU: 1001-A-CB

Sweet Potato Casseroles
_____ SKU: 301A-SPC - Regular
_____ SKU: 301B-SPC-SF - Sugar-Free
Sweet Potato Pumpkin Pie Mix
_____ SKU: 201A-SPP - Regular

$75 / 100 SERVINGS

Flatbread Dippers
_____ SKU: 1002-A-FB

$75 / 100 SERVINGS

Nacho Chips
_____ SKU: 1003-A-NC

_____ SKU: 201B-SPP-SF - Sugar-Free

Nacho Cheese Sauce

_____ SKU: 201C-SPP-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: 1004-A-CP

Vanilla Spice with Vanilla Glaze Muffins

White Rice Packets

_____ SKU: 105A-VV - Regular

_____ SKU: 1006-A-WR

_____ SKU: 105B-VV-SF - Sugar-Free

Wild / Brown Rice Packets

_____ SKU: 105C-VV-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: 1007-A-BR

Vanilla Spice with Chocolate Glaze

$90 / 100 bags

_____ SKU: 1100-A

_____ SKU: 105D-VC - Regular

CONDIMENTS:

_____ SKU: 105E-VC-SF - Sugar-Free

Salsa Packets (.5 oz.)

_____ SKU: 105F-VC-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: 1008-A-SAL

Zesty Zucchini Bread

Garlic Oil (.5 oz.)

_____ SKU: 107A-ZB - Regular

_____ SKU: 1009-B-GO

_____ SKU: 107B-ZB-SF - Sugar-Free

Hot Pepper Packets (.25 oz.)

_____ SKU: 107C-ZB-GF - Gluten-Free

_____ SKU: 1005-A-HP

$80 / 100 SERVINGS
$100 / 100 SERVINGS
$70 / 100 SERVINGS
$75 / 100 SERVINGS

$60 / 200 PACKETS
$56 / 200 PACKETS
$30 / 200 PACKETS

Olive Oil (.5 oz.)
_____ SKU: 1010-B-MO
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$66 / 200 PACKETS

ORDERING

To order any of our meals or snacks, visit
KaiVidaFNS.com. To speak to one of our staff
call 412-587-5850, toll free: 877-314-2550
or email us at info@kaividasuperfoods.com
— ALL PRODUCTS MADE TO ORDER —
We work on a 3 – 4 week lead time, however
expedited orders are available.
check our website for current pricing and
availability. full case orders only.

www.KaiVidaFNS.com
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